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RESPECT - To show respect is to be polite and treat other people the 
way you want them to treat you. One of the first times we can to show respect to 
someone is when we first meet them.

How did Oakley show respect for his new teacher?
Do you think it was important to Oakley to be respectful?
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EXPAND!
Early childhood is a critical time of development for children. Baxter’s Corner™ books 
have engaging characters and fun stories children will want to read again and again. 
Our signature Go Beyond activities will help children grasp fundamental values and 
learn important skills.
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Go beyond . . .

Fun facts about octopuses
• “Octo” means eight.  An octopus has eight  
arms with suction cups that it uses to  
catch and hold its prey.

• Other ways to write the plural of octopus are  
octopi and octopodes.

• An octopus can regrow an arm that has been cut off.

• Octopuses have a large brain and are very intelligent.

• Octopuses live in the ocean, usually in coral reefs, where they live in 
the crevices.  Some octopuses even pile up rocks and shells around their 
“home” as protection.

• Octopuses move through the water 
by crawling or swimming. They crawl by 
walking on their arms, usually on many at 
once.  

• An octopus swims by expelling a jet of water through a muscular tube 
on its body called a siphon.  It sucks water into the tube and blasts the 
water out to move forward, backward or sideways.

Use caution around animals and respect 
their space. They may appear friendly, 
but if startled, could harm you.
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What do you think?
1. Why did Oakley’s mom teach him to shake hands?  
2. Why was Oakley nervous about shaking hands?

Discussion questions
3. Meeting someone new is only one example of a situation where 

shaking hands is appropriate. What are some other occasions 
when people shake hands?

4. What are other ways you can show respect to your friends,  
families and others?

Answers for “What do you think?”
Search for specific examples from the story to answer the questions. 
Use the discussion questions to talk about the story.

1. Why did Oakley’s mom teach him to shake  
hands?  Page   8

2. Why was Oakley nervous about shaking hands? Page 10

Discussion questions
3. Meeting someone new is only one example of a situation where 

shaking hands is appropriate. What are some other occasions 
when people shake hands?
• Congratulating someone for an achievement
• When they make a promise or reach an agreement
• Greeting someone they already know
• Saying goodbye to each other after a visit

4. What are other ways you can show respect to your friends, family 
and others?
There are many we can show to others that we believe they are 
important and that their opinion and participation matters.  Here 
are just a few:
• not interrupting or speaking when someone else is speaking.
• holding a door open for someone else.
• saying “please” and “thank you” when asking for and 

receiving help.
• picking up something that someone has dropped.
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I will poster 

When you choose to be polite and treat other people the way you 
wish to be treated, you are showing respect. It is easy to make being 
respectful a habit. You just have to decide that is the way you will act. 
Think of the different ways you can show respect to others. Draw them 
on a poster you can hang in your bedroom or carry in your backpack 
to remind you of these actions.
Here are some actions to consider for your poster:

• say please and thank you
• listen to others
• not interrupt
• share
• follow rules in class
• wait for my turn

What are some other ways you can show respect at home and at 
school? Include those on your poster.

Materials:
- large piece of construction paper or posterboard
- crayons or markers
- miscellaneous decorations (glitter, sequins, stickers, etc.)

Instructions:
1. In the middle of the paper, write the words “I Will.” 
2. Write the different ways you will act around those words, and 

connect them with a line to the words in the middle. 
3. Decorate your poster, hang where you will see it everyday.


